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VJAtESLAV IVANOV AND ACMEISM: 
LITERARY POLEMICS OF 1912-1914 

VALERY BLINOV 

In a previous article I have spoken of some aspects of the complex relation- 
ship between VjaEeslav Ivanov and the leading figures of the Acmeist move- 
ment: Achmatova, Mandel’Stam and Gumilev.’ Here I shall discuss the 
events that followed upon the founding of the first “Cech Po&ov” (“Guild of 
Poets”) at the apartment of poet Sergej Gorodeckij on the 20th of October, 
1911. This event marked the differentiation of Acmeism as an independent 
literary movement, although the very name “Acmeism” was only introduced 
somewhat later. 

If Gumilev wisely limited himself to attempts to develop the aesthetic 
concept of Acmeism, while recognizing to a certain degree his genetic tie to 
Symbolism, then Gorodeckij, who owed his notoriety wholly to Symbolism 
and VjaZeslav Ivanov in particular, felt that aesthetics alone was insufficient. 
He aspired, no more and no less, to the creation of a new world-view. Ob- 
viously Gorodeckij was not up to such a task, and Acmeist claims to a new 
world-view soon came to nothing. Admitting his failure, Gorodeckij wrote in 
1918, as if in self-justification: “V &oj neposil’noj dlja molodoj Skoly zadaEe 
- obosnovat’ mirovozzrenie - byla glavnaja oSibka akmeistov, vpolne, vpro- 
Eem, ob”jasnjaemaja zadorom molodeZi” (“This task - of grounding a world- 
view - was beyond the powers of the young movement and was the main 
error of the Acmeists, although it is fully explained by the zeal of youth”). 

Subsequently, Osip Mandel’Stam spoke of this matter also with an apo- 
logetic note: 
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rOpOJJi?UKnM B CBOC BpeMR 6bIJIa CneJlaHa IIOIIbITKa lIplrEnTb 

aKMen3My JlnTepaTypHOe MEipOBO33peHne, “aJlaMn3M”, pO.lJ yW?- 

HHSI 0 HOBOft 3eMJIe H 0 HOBOM haMe. nOl-IbITKa He yga.IIaCb, aK- 

Men3M MnpoB033peHneM He 3aHHMancx [. . .] JInTepaTypHbIe 

lUKOJIb1 XnByT He WeSIMn, a BKyCaMn. 

(“Gorodeckij once made an attempt to graft onto Acmeism a literary world- 
view, ‘Adamism’, a kind of teaching on the new earth and the new Adam. 
The attempt was unsuccessful, and Acmeism did not occupy itself with a 
world-view [...I Literary movements live not by ideas but by tastes.“)2 

This quotation contains a hidden but surprising admission that Ac- 
meism had no ideas, and that the principal distinction can be reduced to a 
distinction of tastes. “It was not ideas, but tastes that proved fatal for 
Symbolism.“3 One might dispute the justice of this claim with respect to the 
reading public, but this opposition of “ideas” and “tastes” might actually 
have proved a decisive factor in VjaEeslav Ivanov’s attitude towards Ac- 
meism, although in a paradoxical sense, opposite to that meant by Mandel’- 
Stam. For his part Gorodeckij might not have even been fully aware of the 
irony of his comment that the attempt to ground a world-view was the main 
error of Acmeism. 

The year 1912 saw “Adamism” on the offensive, and this is when the 
second round of the Symbolist-Acmeist conflict took place. 

The main difference in the distribution of forces with respect to the first 
round was the noticeable cooling of the romance between VjaEeslav Ivanov 
and Blok, who was generally experiencing a period of doubt over Symbolism 
and who was prepared to recognize Gumilev as “his own”.4 As a result Blok 
to all intents and purposes declined to participate in the new dispute, despite 
pressure from Belyj, with whom Ivanov had then formed a close alliance.5 
The second change was a consequence of the appearance of the “Guild of 
Poets”, which had fortified the positions of young Acmeism, the leaders of 
which made their first public declaration of their negative attitude towards 
Symbolism at the meeting of the “ObSEestvo Revnitelej ChudoZestvennogo 
Slova” (The Society of Lovers of the Artistic Word) on February 18, 1912, 
after VjaZeslav Ivanov read his ‘Mysli o simvolizme’ (‘Thoughts on Symbo- 
lism’) and Andrej Belyj - his paper ‘Symbolism’.6 

In Nikolaj Nedobrovo’s report of the meeting we read: “Apropos of 
these speeches some members of the meeting noted that the main 
significance of V.I. Ivanov’s and B.N. Bugaev’s papers was their great 
repellent force, due to which they might aid the next regrouping of poetic 
forces.“’ And further Nedobrovo writes: “apropos of the repellent force of 
some points contained in the papers, V.I. Ivanov declared that he had 
intentionally introduced this force into his thoughts.‘” In his letter from April 
16, 1912, Blok reproached Belyj for conducting polemics with Gumilev 
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“between the lines”. In spite of Blok’s admission, “can I not know the depths 
of his personal truths”, this letter contains quite sharp attacks on Ivanov. 
Such hidden polemics were undoubtedly present in the papers, although it is 
not the main content of ‘Thoughts on Symbolism’. 

The object of the polemics must have been comments made in the 
papers and in discussion of topics which became the leitmotivs of later 
Acmeist manifestos, which appeared only in 1913. Ivanov opened polemics 
in two directions. Firstly, he defended symbolist art in his own interpretation: 
“Ja ne simvolist, esli slova moi ravny sebe, esli oni ne echo drugich zvukov, 
o kotorych ne znaeg’, kak o Duche, otkuda oni prichodjat i kuda uchodjat” 
(“I am not a Symbolist if my words are equal to themselves, if they are not an 
echo of other sounds, about which, as of the Spirit, you do not know whence 
they come and whither they go”).’ 

This is a direct negation of Gumilev’s basic thesis that “the word must 
mean only what it means”.” If the question is posed in this way the Ac- 
meists’ subsequent declaration, “that means we are not Symbolists”, seems 
quite just. Secondly, Ivanov speaks against attributing to Symbolism features 
that it does not exhibit in its true, “realistic” incarnation: 

HCTEIHHOM~ mMBomi3~y cBoBcrsennee ri306pamaTb 3eMnoe, 
Hexem ne6ecnoe: ehfy Bamna ne cnna seyKa,a MoIqb oT3ByIca 
[...]I'iCTHHHbIfi CEiMBOJIEi3MHe OTpbIBaeTCR OTJeMJTU [...]OH He 
no~eHIIeTae~eBn,ro~opII oMope,pasyMeeT3emoe Mope,n, 
~OBOp5IOBbICIIXCHWOBbIX[...]pa3yMeeTBf2pIIIlSHbI 3eMHbIXrOp. 

(“It is more characteristic of true Symbolism to depict the earthly than the 
heavenly: it considers the power of the echo to be more important than the 
volume of the sound. [...I True Symbolism does not tear itself from the earth 
[...I It does not falsify things; when it speaks of the sea it means the earthly 
sea, and when it speaks of the snowy heights [...I it means the peaks of earth- 
ly mountains.“)” Nonetheless, judging by Gumilev’s subsequent theoretical 
writings, it is precisely this point that he did not want or was unable to assi- 
milate. 

Blok found that in ‘Thoughts on Symbolism’ Ivanov made exclama- 
tions about catharsis “in exactly the same tone in 1912 as in 1905”!2 This 
accusation of Ivanov’s repeating himself is unjust. Blok also was unable or 
unwilling to see that ‘Thoughts on Symbolism’ was one of Ivanov’s most 
profound contemplations of this subject. Moreover, ‘Thoughts on Symbo- 
lism’ is distinguished by the introduction of new accents, themes and ideas, 
absent in his ‘Zavety simvolizma’ (‘The Testaments of Symbolism’), al- 
though rooted in his meditations on drama and choral action from the first 
decade of the century, which were now presented in another key of the Sym- 
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holist teaching and concerned a rethinking of the interrelationship between 
the creative and receptive agents. The lyrical incantations of the first section 
shift the focus from “poet, singer and sage” to “listener”. Further, Ivanov 
writes: 

CUMBOJlU3M 03HaWeT OTHOIlleHUe U CaMO I’IO ce6e IIpOU3BeAe- 

HUB CRMBOJXi4eCKOe KBK OT~eJTeHHbIl? OT Cy6’beKTa 06’beKT, Cy- 

IIJeCTBOBaTb He MOXeT [. ..] 0 CMMBOJIU3Me MOXHO rOBOPUTb, 

JIUIlIb U3y%X IIpOU3Be~eHUe B er0 OTHOLIIeHUU K cy6’bem-y BOC- 

l-&WiHUMtVO~eMy U K Cy6’beKTy TBOPRLqeMy, KaK K LJeJlOCTHbIM 

JIU’ZHOCTRM. 

(“Symbolism denotes a relation [which one might add should be seen in the 
wider context of ‘sobornost” - V.B.], and a symbolic work cannot exist by 
itself, as an object removed from the subject. [...I Symbolism arises only 
when one studies a work in its relation to the integral personalities of the 
perceiving subject and the creative subject.“)13 

From this follow important conclusions. Firstly, “Symbolism lies out- 
side of aesthetic categories”,” representing not a literary movement, but an 
attitude towards the world. Secondly, “every work of art can be evaluated 
from the viewpoint of Symbolism”.” Here we see the full theoretical ground- 
ing of the hallowed Symbolist tradition of seeing Symbolists in such distant 
figures as Aeschylus or Dante. Thirdly, “Symbolism is tied to the integrity of 
the personality, both that of the artist himself and that of the person expe- 
riencing the artistic revelati0n”.16 Here art is postulated as “syzygy”, to use 
one of Ivanov’s favorite words, combining souls like Plato’s Eros. Moreover, 
insofar as “Symbolism denotes the relation of the artistic object to a double 
subject, creative and perceiving”, each of these elements of “syzygy” is 
equally dependent on whether the given work of art is indeed symbolic or 
not. Here we are dealing with a formulation of the very essence of Ivanov’s 
critical method, in other words with an affirmation that a work may be sym- 
bolic regardless of the intentions and aspirations of its creator, and that there- 
fore the critic must use various kinds of analysis, including an analysis of his 
own perception, to discover this symbolic nature. Ivanov consistently applied 
this method to such dissimilar artists as Goethe, Dostoevskij and Lermontov. 

One cannot but be amazed at the revolutionary nature of this approach, 
and its similarity to certain recent trends of post-modernist and post-struc- 
turalist poetics. The difference, of course, is that the latter rest on the belief in 
a relative and arbitrary sovereign consciousness, whereas VjaEeslav Ivanov 
based himself on absolute categories that are maximally transcendent, and he 
did not tolerate reticence on this account. Thus he immediately corrected the 
afore-mentioned thesis concerning the possibility of defining a work as sym- 
bolic on the sole opinion of its perceiver with the following antithesis: “S 
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drugoj storony, issleduja otnoSenie proizvedenija k celostnoj 1iEnosti ego 
tvorca, my modem, nezavisimo ot sobstvennogo vosprijatija, ustanovit’ 
simvoliEeskij charakter proizvedenija” (“On the other hand, by studying the 
relationship of a work to the integral personality of its creator we can esta- 
blish the symbolic character of a work independent of our own percep- 
tion”).” The synthetic definition of symbolism as “creative interaction”‘* re- 
presents the basis of Symbolism as a world-view, the kind of theoretical 
achievement that the Acmeists were unable to achieve with respect to their 
own movement. As we shall see, an elaboration of this idea would later allow 
Ivanov to include Acmeism, and also even Futurism, into his universal doc- 
trine of art. 

The positions of the Acmeists and Symbolists were consolidated in 
March and April of 1912. The journal Trudy i dni was initiated as a funda- 
mentally Symbolist organ in opposition to the more “Acmeized” Apollon.” 
On the Acmeists’ side, a program was announced at the March 1, 1912 
meeting of the “Guild of Poets”, a program aimed at a break with the Sym- 
bolists. Michail Kuzmin, who was present at this meeting, noted in his diary: 
“Gorodeckij and Gummi pronounced theories [that were] not completely 
articulate.“20 

This second round of the conflict between the Acmeists and Symbolists 
was essentially cut short by VjaEeslav Ivanov’s unexpected departure for 
Italy in May 1912. Ivanov’s absence, however, seems to have allowed the 
Acmeists to unleash a feverish activity. In his review of Gorodeckij’s Iva, 
Gumilev first used the word “Acmeist” in print.2’ October saw the publi- 
cation of the first issue of the journal Giperborej, conceived of and produced 
as an exclusively Acmeist organ, despite the editors’ assurances to the 
contrary. The “Guild of Poets” gradually replaced the “Academy of Poetry”, 
which had faded after the departure of its head. Ivanov’s absence also seems 
to have paralyzed Blok, who soon began to feel annoyance at Acmeism. On 
November 21, Blok noted in his diary that he had spoken about this to 
Gorodeckij “openly, cursing and not taking seriously what he [Gorodeckij] 
considers a serious and important matter”.a Later, on December 17, Blok 
writes: “I shall have to do something about this impertinent Acmeism and 
Adamism.“” Two days after this notation Gorodeckij read his scandalous 
address @ the “Brodjazaja sobaka”, sermonizing the “birth of Adam”. Alek- 
Sandra Cebotarevskaja belatedly informed Ivanov of this in a letter from 
March 3,1913: 

rOpOJ&eL(Kni%, KpOMe TOl-0, YTO OH BeneT KWflIaHnIO 31 FiKMWi3M, 

II03BO~SIJI ce6e HtZOJ&HOKpaTHO BbIJIZl3Kn ‘InCTO JIngHbIe llpOTHB 

Bat, EbroKa, ny6nns~o. B nomane, wmax 06 amenme, OH pas- 
Gapan OHtrH B~III COHeT n3 ‘3OJIOTbIX JaBed, Ha KiUKnOM ImU’)’ 
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cnpamnsan, tiwO 3TO 3HawiT)), "KaKoZf TYT cMbIcJ7", a 'raKme 
O.I@IO CTEiXOTBOpeHRie &IOKa,HaJfKOTOpbIMIIpIIMOn3~eBaJICSI. 

(“Gorodeckij, as well as carrying on a campaign for Acmeism, has repeat- 
edly permitted himself purely personal attacks on yourself, Blok, - in public. 
When reading about Acmeism in that basement, he analyzed one of your 
sonnets from ‘The Golden Veils’, asking on each step: ‘what does this 
mean’, ‘what is the sense of this’, and also a poem of Blok’s whom he sim- 
ply ridiculed.“)ZA Further she informs Ivanov of an occurrence of February 
1913, when Dmitrij Filosofov was invited by the Acmeists to chair one of 
their meetings, at which they “began to curse Symbolism and its represen- 
tatives so indecently” that Filosofov “indignantly told them that they were 
dishonorable people who themselves had grown up in Symbolism and now, 
due to some personal ‘psychology’, profit, etc. were attacking an utterly in- 
nocent movement; he refused to serve any further as chairman and left”.25 
The Acmeist movement enjoyed a definite success, however, about which 
Vasilij Gippius, a constant participant in the “Guild of Poets”, recalled: 

Ily6nnKa [...I nomiemacb Han c.rIoBaMn "qex n03ToB", '(aK- 
MeB3M"nT.,&,HO,B06~eM,~pnHIIJIaHOBaTOpOB CCOsyBCTBHeM 
Ky,Qa 6onee HCKpeHHHM,9eM nX yWTeJIeti CnMBOJlnCTOB. 3TO n 
~OHIITHO.YKJIOHK~~~JIN~M~ 6bm ny6nnKeno~yme:cnMBOmi3M 
C er0 peJIlWH03HbIM n MHCTEiKO-@UIOCO~CKMM O~yLUeBJleHHeM 
HOJImeH 6bm OCTaTbCRIT033BeZt,QJIIIHeMHOrHX. 

(“The public [...I ridiculed the words ‘Guild of Poets’, ‘Acmeism’, etc., but 
in general it welcomed the innovators with much more sincere sympathy than 
their teachers the Symbolists. This is understandable. The [Acmeists’] ten- 
dency towards realism was closer to the public, and Symbolism with its reli- 
gious and mystico-philosophical animation was fated to remain poetry for the 
few.“)% 

By this time the two major Acmeist manifestos had been published in 
the first issue of Apollon for 1913: Gumilev’s ‘Nasledie simvolizma i akme- 
izma’ (‘The Heritage of Symbolism and Acmeism’), and Gorodeckij’s ‘Ne- 
kotorye teeenija v sovremennoj russkoj poCzii’ (‘Some Tendencies in Mo- 
dern Russian Poetry’).n Both manifestos undoubtedly contain a certain 
amount of theoretical muddle. Thus, for example, Gumilev’s text makes 
clear that, despite Ivanov’s exhortations in articles and lectures, he still did 
not have a correct understanding of the theory of correspondence that lay at 
the basis of “realistic Symbolism” and which was tied to the famous slogan 
“a realibus ad realiora”.% Thus we read, for example: 

@paHI(y3CKnii CnMBO.Wi3M,pO~OHa9aJlbHHK BCeI'O CnMBOJln3Ma, 
KaK IIIKOJIbI, BblHBnHyJI [...I IlpeCJlOByTyIo "TeOpnIO COOTBeTCT- 
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~utl". llocnemee BbrnaeTronoBoti eroHe poMaHcKym,n cneno- 
BaTelIbHO,He Hal(SiOHaJIbHyIO,HiUIOCHyIo IIO'IBy;[...] CHMBOJIN- 
SeCKaSI CnETRHHOCTb BCeX o6pa3oB U Bell$eti, H3MeHYUBOCTb FIX 
obnma MOrna pOJJ.HTbCil TOJIbKO B TyMaHH0t-i Mrne repMaHCKHX 
JiecoB. 

(“French Symbolism, the forefather of all Symbolism as a doctrine, put forth 
[...I the so-called ‘theory of correspondences’. The latter utterly gives away 
its non-Romance, and therefore non-national, imposed soil [...I the symbolic 
unity of all images and things, the variability of their appearance, could only 
be engendered in the nebulous gloom of Germanic forests.“)” 

Of course there can be no question of any “symbolic unity of all images 
and things” or “variability of their appearance” in Ivanov’s Symbolism. In 
variability, “illusionism”, Ivanov recognized the pathos of “idealistic Symbo- 
lism, for which ‘all phenomenal’ is the illusion of Maya”.% 

To characterize the theoretical level of Gorodeckij’s manifesto it is 
sufficient to cite his declaration that VjaEeslav Ivanov consistently “intro- 
duced into Symbolism mystical experience, religion, theosophy and spiri- 
tism”?’ As a literary curiosity one might point to a claim Gorodeckij made in 
his 1926 memoirs of Esenin, that the latter was “a fully consistent pupil of 
VjaCeslav Ivanov”: “ Esenin’s death was a practical application of VjaEeslav 
Ivanov’s formula ‘a realibus ad realiora’ , - from the real to higher reality, 
that is from the earth to the other world.“” Much more significant was 
Mandel’Stam’s article ‘0 sobesednike’ (‘On the Interlocutor’), the main the- 
sis of which - “there is no lyricism without dialogue”33 - could be included 
fully into Ivanov’s context. Mandel’Stam was developing a train of thought 
parallel to that of Ivanov, leading to the conclusion that “poetry as a whole is 
always directed towards a more or less unknown addressee, whose existence 
the poet cannot doubt without doubting himself’.34 A more interesting formu- 
lation is the following: “the taste of communicability is inversely proportio- 
nate to our actual knowledge of the interlocutor, and directly proportionate to 
our desire to interest him in ourselves.“35 

Only on a superficial level does this seem to contradict what Ivanov 
had written in ‘Mysli o simvolizme’ (‘Thoughts on Symbolism’): “So, we, 
Symbolists, do not exist - if there are no Symbolists listening.“% For if Sym- 
bolism is conceivable as an eternal world-view, the Symbolist artist, striving 
to “interest [the listener] with himself’ cannot doubt the existence of this 
interlocutor (one of Ivanov’s favorite words), without “doubting himself’. 
This is what Ivanov is essentially claiming in ‘Thoughts on Symbolism’. “‘Is 
Symbolism dead?‘, our contemporaries ask. ‘Of course it is dead!’ answer 
some. It is for them to know whether Symbolism has died for them. We, 
however, the dead, bear witness by whispering to those feasting at our fune- 
ral repast that death does not exist.“37 
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Mandel’stam’s second article in 1913, ‘Francois Villon’, contains Ac- 
meist positions, primarily the stress on architectonics, in such a general tone 
that it is impossible to consider it polemical. Apollon published in its third 
issue a wide selection of poems by Gumilev, Achmatova, ZenkeviE, Narbut, 
Gorodeckij and Mandel’Stam, as a presentation of the new Acmeist move- 
ment. Another selection with a similar goal of presentation was published in 
the May issue of Ivanov-Razumnik’s journal Zavety, which generally held an 
anti-Symbolist orientation.% Finally, the entire July issue of Gipehorej was 
devoted to the publication of Gumilev’s single-act play Akteon, which, as 
Michael Basker has shown, was also conceived as a kind of Acmeist mani- 
festo, although there is no proof that anyone perceived it as such at the time.39 

VjaEeslav Ivanov remained abroad until the autumn of 1913. Goro- 
deckij visited him in Rome, whether to seek reconciliation or for reconnais- 
sance. In Petersburg, Blok’s irritation with the Acmeists continued to grow, 
but neither he nor his Symbolist circle undertook any discernible anti- 
Acmeist acts. Judging by several diary entries, it is not out of the question 
that this caused him to see Ivanov’s presence as desirable: “VjaEeslav Ivanov 
has not returned, is translating Aeschylus in Rome [...I My impressions of 
recent days: hatred for the Acmeists.““” With regard to Gorodeckij’s return 
Blok wrote: “I asked him about VjaCeslav Ivanov, about Italy ]...I VjaEeslav 
Ivanov cursed him even more [in Rome] than I.‘“’ 

There are grounds for believing, however, that during his stay abroad 
Ivanov’s own interests changed somewhat. He returned to serious scholarly 
work, forming the foundation of his future study Dionis i Pradionisijstvo 
(Dionysus and Predionysianism).42 He returned not to Petersburg, but to 
Moscow, which gathered a new circle of people around him, in which phi- 
losophical and religious, rather than literary interests were dominant. Iva- 
nov’s next works were devoted to the underlying issues of creative psycho- 
logy (‘0 granicach iskusstva’ [‘On the Limits of Art’]) and his redoubled 
interest in the mystical dialectics of emotional life and the synthesis of arts 
(‘Curljanis’ [ ‘&rlionis’]), possibly under the influence of his friendship with 
Skrjabin. 

All of this leads one to suspect that by this time Ivanov had inwardly 
resolved his relationship with the young literary movements, putting them in 
the context of the ideas expressed in ‘Mysli o simvolizme’ (‘Thoughts on 
Symbolism’). He put the aspects of Acmeism he found constructive to a 
Symbolist interpretation, discarding the rest as superfluous. Moreover, one 
feels that his view of the problem of Symbolism attains its final form, which 
explains his gradual shift away from its thematics.” This was the situational 
and ideological context of his speech on Symbolism at the KalaSnikov Ex- 
change on January 20,1914. 

We have a stenogram of this address, published in the afore-mentioned 
journal of Ivanov-Razumnik Zavety.” Ivanov reworked his speech for the 
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excursus ‘0 sekte i dogmate’ (‘On Sect and Dogma’), appended to ‘Thoughts 
on Symbolism’ in the collection Borozdy i me22 (Furrows and Boundaries), 
and excluded several interesting nuances present in the Zavety text. 

The dispute of January 20, 1914, was apparently seen originally as a 
somewhat belated reaction by the Symbolist camp to the noisy and partly 
unanswered appearances of representatives of new literary groups throughout 
the previous season. One feels that, despite Blok’s departure from literary 
polemics and Ivanov’s long absence, by the end of 1913 Symbolism had 
slowly but surely mobilized sufficient strength. This was done, however, 
largely due to the zeal of secondary figures like Anastasija Cebotarevskaja 
and Georgij Culkov, who seemed to be rushing into battle in order to revive 
the polemic with the Acmeists and F$urists. According to a newspaper ac- 
count, in the discussion following Culkov’s polemic lecture in TeniSev 
College, entitled ‘Are we waking or not’,” “Mssrs S.M. Gorodeckij, N.S. 
Gumilev, and 0.B. Mandel’Stam broke their spears in defense of Acmeism, 
delimiting themselves [...I from Symbolism and Futurism, but the limits of 
Acmeism in their accounts seemed symbolic.“46 

The Symbolists, however, seemed less concerned with Acmeism than 
with Futurism, which greatly influenced the conception and conduction of 
the dispute, which turned from being a “summing-up” to a much more pro- 
grammatic event. Thus, for example, Anastasija Cebotarevskaja wrote to 
Ivanov in her invitation letter of December 16, 1913: “The ideological goal is 
to formulate the positive contribution made to literature by the so-called 
Symbolist movement, a contribution that is now being partly silenced in the 
general muddle or being ‘expropriated’ by the Mssrs Futurists.‘d7Later, 
however, she informs Ivanov that “it has been decided to reject that term 
‘summation”‘.48 Moreover the wide publicizing of the dispute was bound to 
lend it a somewhat commercial status in the eyes of the public; a recent 
commentator has noted that “the notices for the dispute [...I looked like 
advertisements for a parade of Symbolists”.” 

It is significant, however, that VjaEeslav Ivanov had to be persuaded to 
participate in the dispute. Apart from the” two afore-mentioned letters, we 
know of at least two other letters from Cebotarevskaja and an analogous 
letter from Sologub.so It is likely that the deciding factor in Ivanov’s agree- 
ment to participate (which he gave on January 8, 1914) were MereZkovskij’s 
renewed attacks, touching upon the artist’s social responsibility, a subject 
important to bom51 He refused to serve as chairman, however, giving this 
privilege to Sologub. 

The note on the dispute published together with the stenogram of Iva- 
nov’s speech in the journal Zavety tells us that essentially “there was no dis- 
pute, only the exposition of the Symbolists’ own opinion of Symbolism from 
various points of view”,” and the newspaper Novae vremja characterized the 
event as “a thorough muddle”. The speeches, however, must have made an 
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impression on the opponents, as the anti-Symbolist journal Zavety noted: 
“The thoughts on Symbolism of such major representatives as F[edor] Solo- 
gub and VljaEeslav] Ivanov cannot help but be profoundly interesting and 
instructive [ . . .] even if one must disagree with them.“53 

Although it is natural to ask whether the dispute marked the success or 
failure of the Symbolists, from the very first lines of the stenogram of 
Ivanov’s speech it becomes clear that this question is posed incorrectly. He 
begins with the paradoxical declaration that “ja vynes to vpecatlenie, Eto 
bol’Sej East’ju nas, simvolistov, chvalili, provozgla$ali naSe napravlenie po- 
bedonosnym. Ja ne znaju nii-ego po Ctomu povodu. Cto kasaetsja simvolizma 
ne naSego napravlenija, [...I to on pobedil” (“I have formed the impression 
that we Symbolists have mostly been praised, our movement declared 
victorious. I know nothing on this account. As far as the Symbolism of the 
opposing movement is concerned, [ . ..] it has won”).” 

Further Ivanov develops intuitions expressed already in his early 
articles and clearly formulated in ‘Thoughts on Symbolism’. This is the 
central part of the speech which Ivanov laid at the basis of the previously 
mentioned excursus ‘On Sect and Dogma’: 

kiTaK, JJaHTe CuM~onucT! YTO 3TO 3HaWiT B CMbICJIe caMoonpe- 

HeJIeHu5I pyCCKOfi CuMBOJlIFIeCKOti IIIKOJIbI? ST0 3HaWiT, ‘fT0 MbI 

yHpa3AHHeM ce6H KaK IIIKOJQJ. YnpasWIaeM He l-IOTOMy, UTo6bI OT 

sero-nu6o OTpeKaJIuCb u AyMaJIU CTyllUTb Ha UHOfi IIyTb: HaIIpO- 

TUB, Mb1 OCTaeMC5I BITOJIHe BepUbIMU ce6e U pa3 HagaTOZt HaMU 

ae5TTeJIbHOCTU. Ho CeKTbl Mb1 He XOTUM; UCITOBeAaHUe me HaILIe 
- COBOpHO. 

(“So Dante is a Symbolist! What does this mean for the self-determination of 
the Russian symbolic school? It means that we are abolishing ourselves as a 
school. We are abolishing ourselves not because we have disavowed some- 
thing and have decided to set upon a new path: on the contrary, we remain 
fully true to ourselves and the activity we have begun. But we do not want a 
sect; our confession is catholic.“)s5 

Then Symbolism is postulated as an artistic world-view independent of 
artistic movements and history: 

B CaMOM ,qene, 11pa~0Zt CUMBOJIUCT 3a60TuTcq KOHeqHO, He 0 

cynb6e TOI-0, YTO 06619HO Ha3bIBNOT lIIKOJIOI0 UJIU HaIlpaBJIe- 

HUeM, Ol-IpeJ(eJISIs 3TO ITOHRTUC XpOHOJIOlWIeCKUMU l-paHUUaMU 

U UMeHaMU AeSITeneti, - OH 3a60TuTcrr 0 TOM, 4T0661 TBepAO 

yCTaHOBUTb HeKuZt 0614sifi lTpUHq5il-I. npUHI&ull 3TOT - CUMBO- 

JIu3M BCIIKOrO UCTUHHOrO UCKyCCTBa. MbI y6emneHb1, rfT0 9TOfi 

4eJIU JJOCTUTJIU, 9TO CUMBOJIU3M OTUbIHe U HaBCerAa yTBepWleH, 

KaK IIpuHqUII BCIIKOrO UCTUHHOFO UCKyCCTBa, - XOTII 661 CO Bpe- 
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MeHeM OKX3UIOCb, ST0 EIMeIiHO MM, W-0 yTB’.?pJViBIIItie, 6bma 
BMeCTe C TeM HaHMeHee ,QOCTOi?HbIMH el-0 BbIpa3HTIXSlMH. 

(“Indeed, a sincere Symbolist is concerned, of course, not with the fate of 
what is usually called a school or movement, defining this concept by 
chronological limits and the names of those active in it; he is concerned with 
establishing some general principle. This principle is the symbolism of any 
true art. We are convinced that we have achieved this goal, that Symbolism is 
from now on affirmed forever, even if with time it turns out that we who 
affmed it were at the same time its least worthy exponents.“)56 

Then Ivanov compares Symbolism as the basis of all true art to the 
formulation of Church dogma. Those who pronounced Orthodox teaching 
looked on their predecessors “as teachers who had long marked and prepared 
the true confession, or else who had held to it in silence”. Thus Aeschylus, 
Dante and Goethe are understood as Symbolists, and thus Ivanov can pro- 
claim: “It is not our school, not our skills and canons that I defend, but I 
consider that by praising Symbolism I am proclaiming a dogma of artistic 
Orthodoxy.“n The text of the stenogram then contains a portion dropped in 
the printed ‘Excursus’: 

Ho I-IOCJIe TOl-0, KIK YTBepXAeHO HCKYCCTBO KaK CHMBOJIRJM, 

AOJIXHbI 6bmn IIpeKpaTElTbCSI BCB TOJIKH 0 TOM, KOH’IUJIaCb IIlKO- 

JXi HJIH He KOHWiJIBCb, KaKOB CIIe~W.lIbHbI~ KaHOH CHMBOJIMCTOB 

H T. II., n6o WJIH CaMOe EiCKyCCTBO CMMBOJIWIHO, TO MOXKeT 6bITb 

cmmomi3M +y2ypncTmecKnfi, ecmi $yTypn3hf 0Kamexx Yew 
Hn6ym J&OCTOfiHbIM BHHMIHRII. 

(“After art is affirmed as Symbolism, all talk about whether the movement 
has ended or not, what the particular canon of the Symbolists was, etc., 
should have ceased, for if art itself is symbolic, then there can be classical 
Symbolism, Romantic Symbolism, even Futurist Symbolism, if Futurism 
turns out to be something worthy of attention.“)w 

Further Ivanov declares: “Nado razliEat’ vozrtienija, napravlennye na 
Skolu, ili na ee predstavitelej, i vozraienija, napravlennye na samyj dogmat, 
samyj princip, inace my budem putat’sja” (“One has to distinguish objections 
directed at the movement or its representatives from objections directed at 
the dogma itself, the very principle; otherwise we shall get confused”).59 

In this light Ivanov’s final view of Acmeism is clarified: together with 
“Idealistic Symbolism” he understood it as an “aesthetic heresy”. 

By this time the Acmeists’ failure to create a “new world-view” had 
become self-evident. They did not offer any new ideas capable of challeng- 
ing the “principle” of Symbolism on a fundamental level (let us recall Man- 
del’Stam’s opposition of “ideas” to “tastes”), and therefore they ceased to 
present any theoretical or polemic interest for Ivanov. The criticisms of the 
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Acmeists were understood to refer only to a technical aspect of poetry with- 
out presenting any danger for the dogma itself: 

nepeCTaTb 6bITb CUMBOJIUCTOM ,QJISI TOI.0, YTO6bI CAeJIaTbCR Ha- 

UBHbIM U 2W3HepaAOCTHbIM aKMeUCTOM, KOTOpbIe l-OBOpSlT, ‘IT0 

ec2-m BbI paccymnaere 0 Bore, 0 nyme, ~0 3To rmoxo, a ecnu 0 

KaKUX-TO 3K30TUYeCKUX CTpaHaX, TO 3TO XOpOIUO, - 3TO I’IpOCTOe 

pe6mecTBo. 

(“To stop being a Symbolist in order to become a naive and buoyant 
Acmeist, who say that it is bad if you talk about God and about the soul, but 
good if you talk about some exotic countries, - this is simply childish- 
ness.“)@ 

On the other hand Ivanov creates a situation in which the best repre- 
sentatives and works of the Acmeist movement could be found commen- 
surable to the Symbolist Symbol of Faith. Blok once asked Gorodeckij: 
“why do you want ‘to be called’ something? You are no different from us,“” 
and this opinion was supported by many contemporaries.62 

It is characteristic that both in the stenogram and in the ‘Excursus’ 
more space is given to the “utilitarian heresy” of Vladimir MereZkovskij than 
to the “aesthetic heresy” of Acmeism. MereZkovskij’s writings presented not 
a harmless attack on Ivanov’s dogma, but an attempt to distort this dogma by 
substituting a mortal and human cause for the “immortal and divine cause” 
that Symbolism “craves”.63 Ivanov’s entire chain of reasoning serves to sus- 
pend dialectically the entire matter of the “crisis of Symbolism”. 

Naturally, later, in conditions of revolution, war and destruction, Iva- 
nov could wistfully say to his Baku Eckermann, Moisej Al’tman: “Ach, kak 
vremja vse obernulo. Kogda my, simvolisty naliali, nam predstavljalos’ 
soverSenno inoe. I vot nas uie ob’javili otoSedSimi” (“Oh, how time has 
upset everything. When we ‘Symbolists’ began we saw everything in another 
light. And now we have been declared passC”.)64 But this did not prevent 
him, even in Roman exile on the verge of another world catastrophe, from 
retaining faith in the main work of his life and “foreseeing in the distant or 
not-so-distant future and in new forms a purer appearance of “eternal Sym- 
bolism”.” 
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